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To Quin Shea from Ha-old Weisberg, JIK assassination records appeals 6/14/79 Ronnie Caire request — Mew Orleans and Dalla:. Field Offices 
ltewri tiny: and wisinterpreting my requests in order not to comply Hy PA request; Lingerprint not Oswald's on his literature request 

All records relatin;: to my PA requests should have been provided in compliance 

with i+ by Folly md all the field offices because the request was repented to all, 

All records relating to Ronnie Caire should have been provided by both New Orleans 

and Dallas field offices, 

I know I have filed a Ronnie Caire appeal earlier. I have also appealed non= 

compliance. with my request relating to the fingerprint that was not Oswald's that was 

on the literatum: he (supposedly) alone distributed when he picketed the carrier Wasp 

right after his last return to New Orleans. 

This is early. mornin: and I'm not checking my files, which are being: reorganized, 
eee &2 S5F- 

so there may be some repetition. This relates to 105-5645=9 copies of which I will 

abbach. The New Orleans file ig 100—16601, Dallas 100~10461,° 

As the first record (one of many drafted by T.N.Goble, who I think wasva Russian felating to Carre 
! expert) makes cloar, (fhoro are "two basic réquests" in his interpretation. He ig 

explicit enough on the first, "ALL information about" Ronnie Catre. 

Given this clear understanding the FUI did not comply, respom#ing iustead to the 

substitution I will quote, byt not responding b vritat af. 
a 

Goble states there is a reference to Caire in Bufiles. Therefore it is not provided 

and remains withheld. (there If ine Th ay oye | Ad 47 will see ) 

He is not explicit in stating bhat this reference is the 7/20/67 N.0O. airtel. He 

implies it, says it was in N.0. 89-69, with a copy to Dallas for 89-43. So finding this 

record presented no problem to the FBI. _ . * 

The record is described as a transcript of a Jim Carrison interview with one Carl6s 

tekoeme Quiroga, who was also an FSI source. The reference is to one of the matters of 

interest to me, one of which I wrote long ago, and the single specific provided I pub- 

lished in 1967, so there is no secrecy. I had other interests in (aire related to my 

efforts to follow Oswald's New Orleans career. Oswald reportedly applied to him for a 

joh. The FBI supposedly checked all these applications oud for the Commission i8 not 

also on its own.



fewer than thee occasions, two of which were recorded on film. The fingerprint is 

of the third, which in time is th first. 

a4 Nowever, the FLL did not let it drop here. It admits it could make the Leis escatton 

but recomsesnds tho my rmuyueat "be donted since infornation Concerning there fingerprints 

_is contained in investivatory files compiled for law enfmncement purposes." 

By now you have ample FRI proef from me that its JFK investigation was entirely 
ithout law enforcement purpose. Were this not the case p bhaee is no dougst that this Wnder fhe amm del Ac 

withheld information ig within my new Weijueate Gnd thie 4 is my appeal from its denial. 

There is the additional and false basis that "This request might be dented an the 

grounds that it was not contained bn the formal request." I have previously quoted 

My, Goblegs « @ontiary understanding. The intent to contprt not to comply is obvious, 

("Regarding the second request made by “yr, Weisberg, which concerned the fingerprint 

on the leaflet" and "He asks for information as to whose fingerprint...") 

To the note thdre is an ,dditional defamation added, with a unique interpretation 
of the Act:"In view of Weisberg's character, he abiding should not be given the 
information he requests, and there is legal ground for our position." The underlining S

P
 

was by hand. 

There should be some record of this interpretation of the Act. I believe it is 

relevant and remains withhbeld, which I appeal. 

I am well acquzint::d with an FLI that fabricates defamations about those it does 

not like or whose work it does not’ Like but an FBI that invents lew is something I'd 

J like to learn more about and eS in the historical record, 
(Senta sit The New Orleans response avs filed in two other files ,62~81830 and Mb 140~7536 

9 
or 7336. I appeal their withholding. I also note that as of Ootober ido, when I was of 

an age that would have permitted my retirement from the government, ther: was no basis 

for including me in a government employee security investigation file. This can sugy 
. Ji wte nif —- gest that the file is a memory hole from which the }#uI only can retrieve 2) aewst y Appeals fe 

includeg the effort to make a dijigent search of this and related files, with the same 

applying to the "gdministruthve matters" file, 

Other illegible notations appear, some partly eliminated in xeroxinge I request



@ New Oreans was "directed to review its file for all information about Ronnie 
Caire.” lt therefore provided me with none. 

At the top of pago 2 it tarns out that Bufiles held more than a single reference, 
that it held a Dallas report of information prov§ded to Dallas by New Orleans. That _(Wteren MW Brusys) 

~ Dallas report was comniled by a N.O. “agent/detailed to Dallas for the JFK investigation. 
His specialties should have made him aware of Vairets record in Cuban activities. 

c My fingerprint request is nemt referred to. I asked f or the identification of 
the fingerprint, which is not exactly as Goble puts itderg, 

The note added indicates that Uoble is among those who had at his fingertips all 
the Fil's records on me, those being essential in complying with FOLA, or. had searches 
of the files made when My requests were received by the FBI. His version of these 
records, based on his selections of them, which are not relevant to the request but 
are relevant to poisoning the minds of all who read his note, includes what has never 
been provided and I've apvealed frequently, FRI analyses of my books. 

Assuming that Goble did not carry all this information in his head there are 
a-.? searches slips relating to wort only searches for hadi, I believe that all are 

within my PA request and all are relevant to the FRL's JFK investigation, so I ask ‘for 
_ these to be provided under my appeal. Why anyone in the FBI had to know anyttiing about 
‘=, if they'd learn accurately from FRI files, is not related to the FBI's JFK inYesti- — 
gation of to its responsibilities under FOIA, 

Please note that while the concluding sentence says the allegedly single reference 
Ly o Yaire at FBIHQ has "no® direct connection With the assassination,” this ig irrelevant 

because my request was for all information and I was not asking sae the identifioation 
~ 

of assassins. 

The notations added to 5646 are ille ble. I would like a copy of this record on thet abfoars fv he . which they can be read. One is of a num ber j 46-0 In the FHI's filing system this number ~ is for the transportation of prison-made goodse There is also a file the number of which 
appears to begin with a 6 and to inclide several, 58, which eliminates the FBIHQ assassi~ 
nation and Commission files. Other entries appear to refer to the dates of redordBe ¥



SEPARA, 

For DAG KMleindienst Richards Rolapp required that I provided a DJ-118 form and 

check, which I did, although the letter in which Ifmade the request is much more i 
detailed than the space on the form permifse As you will see my letter gives considerable 

detail. When I filed the form I reminded the Department, under date of 9/28/70, of 
@ number of prior information requets that were without any response. So the Depart~ 

ment was always aware of this. (Appeals in those days also went to the Departments ae 

sone of my requests did. It was all under the Dac, ) 

In initial response to the BaG the s.me note is repeated. But this record, 5646, 
Omntaknmd bears a fairly large number of initials, including those of the Assistant    Director in charge of domestic intelligence. Ang FOLA request had to be directed to 

din? Personally?(Naturally I ask again that those files be searched in. compliance.) 

Here the duplicate filing includes 140-7536 as beat I can make it out and a dif~ 

erent 62 file, 62-82555. Because this Serial is from 105—82555 this can't be an 

error in noting files. I take it that both files relate to me and I thus ask for a 

  

good-faith search of both files. (140 is security of government employees. In 1970 

I was not a government employee and was not considering seeking government employment. 

  

State Department records I have quote the FBI as. saying it never conducted any such 

. investigation of me. And again, I see no relevance under FOIA. But I do appeal these 

| and similar withholdings. In this case the FBI knew where to search because the record 

provides the file identification. 

In Serial 5647, thé response to the Dac, the same “oble reflects ny fingerpbint 

equests accurately, not inaccurately as quoted abovet "He asks for information as .to    whose fingerprint this was..." . 

However, this honesty appears to have exhausted Goble's supply of it because ine 

stead of responding to my request for all information about Caire he tells the DAG in 

L- the Director's name onl¥ that there is "no information that Yaire was interviewed by 

thet Ful concerning the sasnsctnnbiicd, es" 

He next identifies an FBI record located in New Yrleans but it is not attached nor = 

was it provided to me, an omission that appears to have satisfied the DAG's mee



ed 

of his and the Department's and the Fults vompunai lites under the Act. (This 4s 

essentially ng—secret because 1 published the Yaire-arcacha association in. the © ee 
Crusade to Pree “uba and included the information in my initial request.) 

In addressing my having said thut Oswald had Caire'g office address "masked" 

in his addressbook the FBI states thay have no information on this. , 

"rom the nature of the FBI's investigation of what it considered relevant to 

the assassination ot 5 President and from its investigation of the addressbook (4n 

which it initially "masked" if I may use this substitution for suppressed from the Ors ward's notso relatny PIL) 
ae Commission enttcae(Uosty entey) I can understand this, as I can understand the FBI's a 

failure to ask me for either clarification or information. They had a safely dead. 

lone assassin and their,own investigatory oversights to keep safely dead. However, Che Masha 
i 0 i was a simple devise: the side entrance, a.matter in which the FRI had the sane 

blind spot relating to Oswald's use of the 544 Camp Street address, which has as a 

side entrance 531 (approm) Lafayette, which was the address of its former SAC Guy 

Banister, with whom David Ferrie and others were associatede 

Other records I have read reflect an apparent FBI bewilderment over my statement 

but no inquiry. There ure a number of other entries like this in Oswald's addreasbook, 

none investigated by the FEI from any record I've seen. I took photographs of the 

non—addresses the lirst tiwe I was in New Orleans. +t appears not to have interested 

the FBI that Oswald found a need to post non-addresses in his dddressbook. 

The FLI told the DAG that it investigated the matter of the fingerprint not 

Oswald's on a leaflet Oswald is supposed to have given out. The diligence of the 

FBI's investigation of any associates Oswald had is reflected by the fact that with 

two clear latents, neither of which was O.walags, "The two fingerprints were not compared 

with the fingerprints of any other individual." 

While one could conjecture and wonder, and conjecture and wonder might include 

such fears as identification of someone associated with the FEI or even CIA, one does 

not have to conjecture whether the FBI knew and did not identify another or other Oswald 

associates. For this I refer you to my ee einen to the Doyle, “artin and TV films 

of Oswald in New Orleans. The FI knew he had another associate or associates on not -



a legible, complete copy. 

N.O. told Fully that -Caire had an office in the Cigali Building. When I had told 

the FI that Oswald had th: address masked this airtébél omits the address. The front 

onbrunce was, on Canal, the side entrance on Camp, a block from the International trade 

Mart run by Clay Shaw, about a block from the store of Carlos Bringuier and the bar of 

Orest Pena, both of whom figured n the FBI's investigation and both of whom were FBI 

sources. For these and other reasons the FBI knew the location and the area well, and 

in connection with its JFK investigations. 
begins by repeating. . 

The airtel “what FBINQ told NO and Dallas. The airtel does not state that 

its files held no other information about Vaire. Later the airtel does refer to other 

information, including what it sent to FBIHY and FBIHQ did not report having, Catre's 

registration act registrations (An illegible note about Caire was added at FRYHM, along 

With indexing notations.) 

The registration notes that Caire's agency, to which Oswald reportedly applied for 
{_- 

a Job, what the FLI appears not to have inwestigated, also represent# the Cuban Revo- 

lutionary Council, which was formed and funded by the CIA, and that as of that date, 

11/2/62, it was at the same address Osuald used on the literature the PPT minaged not , . 

to ppovide to the Warren Commission and failed to provide when the Commission asked 

for it, 544 Vamp Strect. 
Deep. - 

LAS we HS ae 
With regard to the Cneerpeiat there are several records cited, I recall no 

records from the N.O. files provided that would represent a real investigation of this. 

Especially with the fingerprints coming from tuo of Oswald's leaflets. 

In the Dallas reply, which parrots that it has only what Bufiles have, it is 

suggested that if I were to. "clarify" the stagguent about the masked address "it is 

possible that somo pertinent observation could then be made." (Serial 5649, prepared 

by the case supervisor, K.P. Gemberling.) FBIHQ did not desire ony slheretotiioe and 

asked for none. 

I do not wonder whys 

_ alco file 
This record fulas pluced in the ifdes identified above also and algo has illegible entriemes 

| wris Hae


